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you                                                                             
good morning ladies and gentlemen it is                                         
Thursday and I'm delighted that you have                                        
joined us for ask the theologian I'm dr.                                        
Randy white we take your biblical                                               
theological and worldview questions and                                         
always excited to do so and just a                                              
little bit of commentary here as we                                             
begin our program something I just a few                                        
moments ago put up on my Facebook page                                          
that came in in our discussion group                                            
about Baylor University any Baylor Bears                                        
out there if so you should be utterly                                           
embarrassed and humiliated and you write                                        
a letter to your formally Baptist                                               
University formerly Christian University                                        
now a bastion of paganism here we go                                            
for immediate release this comes by the                                         
way from the Baylor Young Conservatives                                         
of Texas found to be seven of them                                              
regarding Chapel today this is yesterday                                        
February 12 2020 I have not verified                                            
this but Chris came in said I did look                                          
it up it's notice online on their                                               
Facebook page suppose it's all true it's                                        
got the verifiable email address there                                          
it has once again come to our attention                                         
that beta University's Chapel which they                                        
probably shouldn't use that word has                                            
taken on a political agenda of the                                              
progressive wing of the Baylor faculty                                          
they could have just said the Baylor                                            
faculty I don't know why they needed to                                         
have the redundancy there the                                                   
progressive wing of the Baylor faculty                                          
this morning several of our members                                             
attended University Chapel and we were                                          
again met with the liberal agenda Chapel                                        
speaker Caitlyn Curtis has made a career                                        
as an author preaching postmodern                                               
Christianity through the frame of Native                                        
American culture today in Chapel her                                            
speaking time began and ended with a                                            
prayer to mother mystery who's a made-up                                        
figment of her imagination she's praying                                        
to a made-up figure of her imagination                                          
and Baylor didn't stop it                                                       
I can tell you that if someone even if                                          
it was out of left field and I didn't                                           
expect it and they came into our church                                         
and began to pray to mother mystery I                                           
would stop it right there literally say                                         
no there's no such thing as mother                                              
mystery accepting your imagination and                                          
we do not pray to your imaginary friends                                        
so she's praying to mother mystery                                              
rather than to God through Jesus Christ                                         



she proceeded to rail against the white                                         
patriarchal colonizer she believes that                                         
she fights against in her eyes and lot                                          
so she believes in her eyes and they got                                        
that right there                                                                
God serves to facilitate the                                                    
decolonization of society and return of                                         
rule and Dominion to America to its                                             
original inhabitants continuing her                                             
divisive speech Curtis railed against                                           
toxic patriarchy and capitalism as being                                        
stumbling blocks on the way to justice                                          
which is again her idea of justice she                                          
continually made use of the term                                                
colonizers and white supremists to                                              
attack those who are in silent                                                  
disagreement there's a little bit about                                         
more about her Young Conservatives of                                           
Texas at Baylor strongly disavowed                                              
today's chapel service we request that                                          
the university formally and publicly                                            
apologize to students alumni and faculty                                        
for breaking with their mission to                                              
provide an unapologetically Christian                                           
chapel experience and for allowing a                                            
speaker with pagan sympathies more than                                         
sympathies it looks like me to mislead                                          
students once again now Baylor young                                            
conservatives god bless you for speaking                                        
up first of all may your tribe to                                               
increase and I join with you to call as                                         
you have said here the university to                                            
formally and publicly apologize to                                              
students and I remember my here's my                                            
comments that I put on Facebook again                                           
just a few minutes ago I've not verified                                        
but I suppose it's true remember when                                           
they said Baylor will always be Baptist                                         
there's no reason to worry                                                      
well now Baylor isn't Baptist and                                               
Baptists aren't either                                                          
whether it's Baylor or any other pseudo                                         
Christian University uh I'd say it's                                            
time to quit pretending they are still                                          
good places Texas A&amp;M would be a better                                     
choice or skip college altogether and                                           
find an apprentice program and in a                                             
trade and get rich Baylor what a waste                                          
it is it is not a Christian University                                          
it is not a Baptist University they left                                        
that a long time ago it's a it's a                                              
pseudo Christian University that maybe                                          
has a Christian environment that maybe                                          
is friendly to Christians the Young                                             
Conservatives of Baylor could probably                                          
tell us where they're not as friendly to                                        
Christians but you know this kind of                                            
garbage here we can all but there's a                                           
lot of good professors old but they've                                          
done a lot of good work oh but oh but oh                                        
but oh but oh but they got someone                                              
praying to mother mystery who doesn't                                           



exist she just as well pray to Barney at                                        
least we can find him on TV right this                                          
is just utterly paganism ridiculous kind                                        
of gobbledygook that that supplies for                                          
Christianity today and fakes itself as                                          
being Baptist or being Christian I just                                         
I don't get it I don't know why every                                           
Baptist in the world whether they're                                            
Southern Baptist or Baptist General                                             
Convention of Texas or or Independent                                           
Baptist or whatever they're they they                                           
ought to be rising up and protesting                                            
against this place that goes in this                                            
Baptists name and does this just awful                                          
awful awful stuff somebody the truth is                                         
somebody ought to be fired at Baylor                                            
today today not have a committee not                                            
faculty not this that nether all those                                          
things that academia does today                                                 
somebody should lose their job and it                                           
should be noted that never again on the                                         
grounds of Baylor University will there                                         
be an official prayer to mother wisdom                                          
or mother mercy or mother whoever she is                                        
a friend to mother mystery and never                                            
should that be allowed it shouldn't even                                        
be hinted to be allowed it shouldn't                                            
even be allowed in a classroom so well                                          
it's academic freedom well it's not                                             
where the                                                                       
bucket of spit for a for a Christian                                            
University                                                                      
there's my opinion how about that for                                           
getting started on such a wonderful note                                        
there today                                                                     
glad you're here on NASA theologian this                                        
is Thursday and on Thursdays we do Bible                                        
study on Thursday night 7:00 p.m. we're                                         
doing deletions verse by verse I look                                           
forward to seeing you we are actually                                           
tonight I believe going to finish the                                           
verse by verse portion of the book of                                           
Galatians were not yet finished with the                                        
study I'm gonna go back and do some some                                        
overview and review and pulling that all                                        
together in our study of the book of                                            
glaciers but I hope you'll join us 7:00                                         
p.m. Mountain time at 2:00 night will be                                        
a blessing to have you here okay coming                                         
in Michael on our chat app god bless you                                        
you get two extra points his question is                                        
let's see part of the reason that Jesus                                         
was killed was because he claimed to be                                         
the son of God yet Peter and Nathanael                                          
said he was that I'm confused you're                                            
exactly right                                                                   
and Michael Lud goes on to say it's like                                        
some Jews were expecting this expecting                                         
the Son of God and others were not and                                          
yes so you you are exactly right Peter                                          
understood thou art the Christ the Son                                          
of the Living God                                                               



Nathanael understood that in John                                               
chapter one I don't have the exact verse                                        
but you can look it up with Nathan                                              
Nathanael let's see we probably in the                                          
45 range                                                                        
Peter findeth Nathanael said we have                                            
found him of whom Moses in the law and                                          
the prophets did right I spoke about                                            
that some last night Jesus of Nazareth                                          
the son of Joseph and can anything good                                         
come out of Nazareth you remember an                                            
Israelite and whom is no guile and here                                         
it is verse 49 Nathanael answered in                                            
said unto Him rabbi thou art the Son of                                         
God thou art the king of Israel he is                                           
one of the first not the first but one                                          
of the first just to recognize the                                              
identity of Jesus Christ now Jesus was                                          
killed because he claimed to be the son                                         
of God and and because he claimed to be                                         
the Messiah there are several things                                            
that could go in there in all of that                                           
but it's really all kind of one package                                         
deal I think had Jesus said I am NOT the                                        
son of God I'm just the Messiah I think                                         
that first of all there be a huge                                               
theological problem but we're supposing                                         
here and if this happened would he still                                        
have been put to death probably so                                              
because even the issue above his head                                           
was the King of the Jews no no he said                                          
he was the King of the Jews he's not the                                        
King of the Jews he said he was the King                                        
of the Jews                                                                     
Pilate said I put what I put right the                                          
king of the Jews                                                                
now that would have been true he was                                            
charged by the Romans at least and maybe                                        
you could argue this being different                                            
with the Jews but he was charged by the                                         
Romans for insurrection he is claiming                                          
to be the king and we only have one king                                        
and it's not this man Jesus and so                                              
that's why the Romans put him to death                                          
that was the legal precedent they put                                           
him through by the way might I say we                                           
should always be somewhat suspicious                                            
about the government's charges against                                          
any citizen often you know they                                                 
certainly can be true but you wonder                                            
sometimes we've seen this a number of                                           
times in the last few years you wonder                                          
sometimes if it's not really just                                               
politically motivated yeah we found this                                        
thing to charge him against but really                                          
it was politically motivated I think we                                         
have that in the United States today I                                          
think we've had that you know it was                                            
huge in the in the iron block and it's                                          
huge today in China that they'll find                                           
something to charge you for and there's                                         
a well yeah yeah you know he certainly                                          



was guilty he didn't pay 39 cents on his                                        
taxes 42 years ago I mean in the                                                
Amory goes and this is still done today                                         
so that's what the Roman government was                                         
doing they honestly were not threatened                                         
by Jesus of Nazareth they should have                                           
been if they knew who it was but they                                           
were not threatened by Jesus of Nazareth                                        
he's not gonna topple our government you                                        
know here's this guy I just goes about                                          
teaching and doing good we don't really                                         
need to worry about him I find no wrong                                         
with him but okay he did say yeah you                                           
said it I'm the King of the Jews and so                                         
we'll charge him for that we'll put him                                         
to death but it was really all political                                        
for the Romans                                                                  
the Romans again we're living in a day                                          
and it increased even more after that a                                         
day in which the policy really was let's                                        
keep the Jews happy well let's let's                                            
make them happy                                                                 
we give bread and circus to everybody                                           
else the bread and circus for them is to                                        
nod towards their their religion and let                                        
him do the thing and so let's go with it                                        
now that was on the Roman site on the                                           
Jewish side had Jesus just said I'm                                             
Messiah but I'm not the son of God would                                        
they have put him to death my guess is                                          
probably so although with Peter and                                             
Nathanael neither Peter and Nathanael                                           
were claiming to be the Son of God                                              
they're claiming indeed he is the son of                                        
God he's going to be put to death for                                           
being the son of God or claiming to be                                          
the Messiah but later Peter and                                                 
Nathanael we know more of this from                                             
tradition which is not necessarily true                                         
than we do from anything in the                                                 
scripture later they are probably also                                          
going to be put to death so they were                                           
not put to death right then they put to                                         
death then the one who said but you                                             
remember it was even dangerous for Peter                                        
to be there in the courtyard no I never                                         
knew I me remember that and I think that                                        
they there was the danger that they                                             
would be put put in prison or punished                                          
or arrested or taken away                                                       
indeed that did happen to Peter you know                                        
we know he was arrested by the Sanhedrin                                        
when we get into the book of Acts so I                                          
think perhaps that there's some of that                                         
issue that was that was right there                                             
appreciate your question Michael thanks                                         
for using that question box too because                                         
when you use the question box I have                                            
this wonderful little deal that makes it                                        
so easy for me to try to figure out what                                        
these questions are and coming from up                                          
in Oregon we have another question that                                         



comes to us from Jamie and that question                                        
is is it an argument from silence in the                                        
new testament epistles that repent and                                          
excellent observation I would say it's                                          
one that we do often argue that repent                                          
and be baptized is a an issue of the                                            
kingdom we we certainly can find that                                           
with you know the I suppose the clearest                                        
one is Acts chapter 2 verse 38 of course                                        
Peter said unto them repent and be                                              
baptized every one of you in the name of                                        
Jesus Christ for the remission of sins                                          
and you shall be and you shall receive                                          
the Holy Ghost so and and of course you                                         
get with John John from The Pajama the                                          
Baptist through the Apostle Peter and                                           
those who follow Peter that really is is                                        
the message that is prepare for the                                             
arrival of the king he's about to come                                          
and he's going to choose who's on his                                           
side and when that game begins I hate to                                        
use the term game there but when that                                           
whole scenario begins you want to be on                                         
his side our salvation is coming in the                                         
coming Messiah who's going to overthrow                                         
the enemies establish his throne bring                                          
about times of refreshing and you want                                          
to be aligned with him so align yourself                                        
now repent be baptized                                                          
you know change your thinking change                                            
your behavior give-give symbolic acts                                           
everything that it is necessary do that                                         
because there is about to be the arrival                                        
of the Messiah and the judgment that                                            
would come with that arrival that's the                                         
kingdom gospel now when we get into then                                        
for example the Apostle Paul we take the                                        
Philippian jailer in Acts chapter 16 and                                        
believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and you                                        
will be saved we we see the Philippian                                          
jailer being baptized we discussed that                                         
a week or so ago and and yet there is                                           
not that instruction to do so there's                                           
not the command to repent and be                                                
baptized and so we say then that this                                           
gospel of grace the Pauline gospel is                                           
one of grace alone now we have a few                                            
things to go on there one is for example                                        
Ephesians chapter 2 verses 8 and 9                                              
familiar passage of Scripture again for                                         
by grace are you saved through faith and                                        
that not of yourselves it is the gift of                                        
God not of works lest any man should                                            
boast and I think it would be very easy                                         
to argue and we have of course that                                             
baptism is a work that that that                                                
repentance for that matter is a work                                            
that's something I bring to the table is                                        
repentance and so therefore how can you                                         
have baptism and repentance as a                                                
requirement for receiving salvation how                                         
can you have it there it would                                                  



contradict there so because of that I                                           
would say it's actually a little more                                           
than an argument from silence if all we                                         
had was an argument of silence indeed                                           
Paul doesn't say repent and be baptized                                         
he doesn't bring those issues in and and                                        
yet if that's all we had then I do think                                        
you could argue well that's just an                                             
argument from silence and and personally                                        
I think that we have to severely                                                
discount I won't say totally put aside                                          
but because somebody would catch me in                                          
some area in which I'd be wrong                                                 
but we have to severely discount our                                            
arguments from silence now flip that                                            
around just a little bit and there are                                          
those who for example going back to acts                                        
2:38 Peter said repent and be baptized                                          
he doesn't mention faith he doesn't                                             
mention grace he doesn't bring this and                                         
there are those who said well yeah but                                          
that's that was all understood that he                                          
it was there I've been trust me they                                            
just didn't write that their argument                                           
from Silence is by grace alone through                                          
faith alone which they often you know                                           
want to say well that's always it's                                             
always been by grace through faith we                                           
just can't find anywhere where they                                             
actually said it was by grace through                                           
faith but no doubt that's where it's                                            
always been                                                                     
that argument from silence I think again                                        
has to be dismissed the only thing we                                           
can really go on is what did they                                               
actually say and that is I've said it as                                        
a number of times as a pastor if you                                            
didn't see my mouth moving I didn't say                                         
it because pastors so often this pastor                                         
your pastor whoever pastors are so often                                        
accused of saying things that they                                              
actually never said they're accused of a                                        
position that was never theirs so I I                                           
don't want you to assume that I meant                                           
something I want you to see what my                                             
mouth says and go by that and so when we                                        
look at the scriptures here again all we                                        
really have to go by is not what we                                             
think Peter actually understood and knew                                        
and and incorporated into his thought                                           
process but what did his mouth actually                                         
say so Peter does not speak about grace                                         
and faith Paul does speak about grace                                           
and faith Peter does speak about                                                
repentance and baptism Paul doesn't                                             
speak about repentance and baptism in                                           
fact Paul says that you can separate                                            
baptism from from the gospel he says I                                          
came not to baptize but to proclaim the                                         
gospel that is these two things can be                                          
completely separated out from one                                               
another so I think that that all that we                                        



have that their mouth was actually                                              
moving or their pen was moving that we                                          
have a                                                                          
more than an argument from silence that                                         
is given there and you know in one                                              
degree we have that which Paul gives                                            
which is incompatible with repent and be                                        
baptized they just don't fit fit in                                             
together I appreciate you and your good                                         
work up in Washington Oregon I always                                           
want to get you in Washington let's go                                          
in Oregon I had reminded each one of you                                        
tonight that we do have the Galatians                                           
verse by verse Bible study 7:00 p.m.                                            
tonight let's see a question that comes                                         
from Tony Brown Nebraska I recently                                             
listened to your Galatians to study and                                         
I just wanted excuse me I just wanted to                                        
clarify that your position is that the                                          
certain men that came to Antioch from                                           
Jerusalem happened after the acts 15                                            
meeting you know I should first of all I                                        
should go back to that just to see what                                         
my mouth was moving when I said that in                                         
Galatians 2 but let's pull Galatians 2                                          
14 years after I went up again to                                               
Jerusalem with Barnabas took Titus with                                         
me I went up by revelation I think this                                         
is the revelation of the mystery                                                
communicated unto them the gospel which                                         
I preached among the Gentiles that is                                           
the mystery revelation the grace gospel                                         
but privately to them which were of                                             
reputation lest by any means I should                                           
run but neither Titus who is with me                                            
being a greek was compelled to be                                               
circumcised and that because of false                                           
brethren unawares brought in in Acts                                            
chapter 2 they are called certain men                                           
who came in privily to spy out our                                              
Liberty which we have in Christ Jesus                                           
that they might bring us unto bondage                                           
now what Tony has said here is I want to                                        
clarify that your position is that the                                          
certain men came to Antioch from J                                              
that this happened after the acts 15                                            
meeting I I think in acts in Genesis and                                        
I'll get it right I think in Galatians 2                                        
that first part that I just read                                                
actually I do                                                                   
equate with the acts 15 meeting so not                                          
after but with now I think that later                                           
when you get down to verse 11 I and here                                        
we have the certain when you get down to                                        
verse 11 but when Peter was come to                                             
Antioch I withstood him to the face                                             
because he was to be blamed now I think                                         
this is after so what we've got us two                                          
things in Galatians we've got acts 15 up                                        
here in this meeting where he goes to                                           
Jerusalem then later Peter comes down                                           
and when he has that you know Peter had                                         



been eating let's see he withdrew and                                           
separated from himself fearing them                                             
which were of the circumcision Peter had                                        
been eating with them and fellowshipping                                        
with them Peter had if you will been                                            
saying we've had the Jerusalem 15                                               
meeting excuse me the acts 15 the                                               
Jerusalem Council meeting and this is                                           
this is the position I'm sticking to it                                         
it's okay for us to be here for to us to                                        
carry this out and then he began and                                            
then the other Jews come down and he                                            
begins to fear the Judaizers come down                                          
and he begins to fear them and he backs                                         
off a little bit so I do think in                                               
Galatians chapter 2 we have two meetings                                        
now I need to go back to my notes on                                            
those passages in Galatians chapter 2                                           
and make sure that's what I actually                                            
said one of the reasons I say that is                                           
because I did the Galatians to study                                            
before the acts study and I want to make                                        
sure that I have done that all together                                         
that is one reason by the way as I have                                         
mentioned with our Galatians study which                                        
once again is tonight at 7:00 p.m. that                                         
we are finishing the exegetical portion                                         
tonight but we're not finished with the                                         
study I'm actually going to go back                                             
beginning next week and I'm going to try                                        
to tie this thing up and put it in a bow                                        
and go back and and pick                                                        
any errors that I snuck in there on the                                         
way because sometimes after you get                                             
through you look back and you say oh I                                          
said that I was looking at it this way                                          
now I've got to backtrack on that so                                            
we'll we're entering into the question                                          
the assumptions phase of the Galatian                                           
study starting next week after we finish                                        
the exegetical portion tonight and                                              
backing up this is something I'm                                                
considering doing on all my studies is                                          
when I finish the exegetical portion go                                         
back and see where I messed up I think I                                        
ought to even question my own                                                   
assumptions and go back and look at this                                        
and these are very can I say complicated                                        
books I mean there's a simplicity                                               
obviously to some of these letters but                                          
there's a lot of complication in them                                           
and how it all goes together and                                                
sometimes it is easy been there done                                            
that it is easy to get so caught up in                                          
the minutiae of particular words and                                            
adverbs and adjectives and all those                                            
things that I absolutely love and that                                          
are very necessary but it gets so caught                                        
up that you actually miss the bigger                                            
picture which is the main picture that's                                        
one of the reasons I'm going back and                                           
doing Revelation there's a preaching                                            



series now is to say let's don't miss                                           
the big picture now that said don't                                             
discount exegetical verse by verse mine                                         
you should kind of study because you                                            
can't get the big picture without that                                          
you know I can go out and get in my car                                         
and I can enjoy the car and the car can                                         
get me from here to there and that car                                          
can get be a blessing and all that kind                                         
of thing well and there are some people                                         
who know every nut and bolt to that car                                         
and can fix everything on that car and                                          
can make that car work perfectly and all                                        
that kind of stuff now in in the                                                
mechanical world if you're to equate                                            
that to theology that's the one I want                                          
to be I want to be the theological                                              
mechanic that can not only get in a car                                         
and make it to the store and back but                                           
also could completely take that car                                             
apart know which part goes and put that                                         
car back together so we want to be those                                        
theological kind of mechanics and do                                            
that so I got off topic there a little                                          
bit but I want to go back Tony and check                                        
that just to make sure                                                          
so stay tuned either next week or the                                           
week after that when we get into the                                            
overview of Galatians chapter 2 let's                                           
take a look there and see what all of                                           
make sure I did the right thing how's                                           
that because I don't fully recall                                               
exactly what I said okay from a a                                               
question from Renee is it's not correct                                         
to ask the Lord for forgiveness of sins                                         
do we not sin always so when I pray I                                           
ask him to forgive me I I think that's I                                        
think that's perfectly fine I know that                                         
some have given the argument well we're                                         
already forgiven of our sins and he's                                           
not counting our sins against us true                                           
but even if you know let's say I take my                                        
son who's here in the room and                                                  
afterwards I say hey let's go to lunch                                          
and I say I'm buying he knows that                                              
anyway because I buy every day right                                            
have you ever met lunch but I'm buying                                          
I'm buy lunch and someone else comes in                                         
and you know I said hey I'm buy lunch                                           
and we go and have lunch now in the                                             
middle or after they get their food or                                          
you know at the end as we're walking out                                        
it's a common courtesy to say again                                             
thank you for lunch                                                             
I recognize you didn't have to do that I                                        
appreciate that it's a nice thing to say                                        
just a very nice thing to say so I think                                        
that yes our sins have been forgiven                                            
does that mean we should never go to God                                        
and say thank you and I messed up and I                                         
am sorry that I messed up it's not                                              
that's not who I want to be and you                                             



forgive me for the sins I am grateful                                           
for that and and and help me not to do                                          
that again I think it's a                                                       
perfectly fine I think that even we                                             
understand of course what we what we're                                         
saying when we go to him and say Lord                                           
would you forgive me for this sin I ask                                         
for your forgiveness                                                            
that is not I don't think the way we                                            
mean it that is not a denial that he has                                        
forgiven us of those sins that's not a                                          
denial that he's holding those sins                                             
against us I think it's a very                                                  
appropriate response if you will and you                                        
know are we wording it exactly correctly                                        
and all those kind of things I think if                                         
if a child knows how to give good gifts                                         
to if the father knows how to good give                                         
good gifts to his child certainly God                                           
understands as well and there's not a I                                         
don't think God comes at at us and says                                         
oh my goodness you said that just a                                             
little theologically incorrectly                                                
therefore your sins are not forgiven                                            
against you I don't think we have to do                                         
that now                                                                        
do we want to build as some have done do                                        
we want to build a theology that says                                           
unless you ask forgiveness of that sin                                          
then you are not forgiven of that sin                                           
that brings up this kind of thing that                                          
well if I'm not forgiven of that sin do                                         
I have to pay the wages of that sin and                                         
the wages of sin is death and therefore                                         
I'm not saved and that gets into a lot                                          
of Catholic theology and unfortunately a                                        
lot of sloppy evangelical theology that                                         
I've lost my salvation or I've lost my                                          
fellowship with him or lost whatever it                                         
is the truth is I am complete in Christ                                         
sometimes complete in Christ I I sin and                                        
it's a very unfortunate that I do so but                                        
that is some of what we do and so we we                                         
put it together and put you know try to                                         
figure all of this kind of stuff out I                                          
think in the end yes it's perfectly fine                                        
to go to the Lord and say Lord I missed                                         
up one more time and I I think God is                                           
good to answer us and and forgive us                                            
question from Alan                                                              
is it possible that the book of                                                 
Revelation was written much earlier                                             
possibly before the destruction of                                              
Jerusalem and therefore similar to the                                          
other Hebrew epistles in that they would                                        
be preparing it the Jewish remnant for                                          
the judgement yes it is possible let's                                          
discuss then what what we know about                                            
that and what we would expect then from                                         
that I think that's the case for example                                        
of the book of Hebrews as you know if                                           
any of you have listened to our study on                                        



in the book of Hebrews I called it the                                          
last call for the kingdom it is a book                                          
about impending judgment the not-not                                            
judgment of dying and going to hell not                                         
the judgment of salvation that you and I                                        
have but it's about the judgment for the                                        
Jewish nation and therefore it says                                             
things like how shall we escape if we                                           
neglect so great a salvation the                                                
salvation in the book of Hebrews is the                                         
is Christ coming the Messiah coming to                                          
establish his throne to overthrow the                                           
enemies to establish his kingdom and so                                         
here is this last call for the kingdom                                          
again that I called it saying hey our                                           
nation is about to be destroyed                                                 
and that's why there's so much temple                                           
talk in the book of Hebrews it so it's a                                        
very Hebrew book obviously even from the                                        
name of it and it is that that warning                                          
if you will now one of the things that                                          
it is as a warning is it doesn't really                                         
give any kind of instruction about how                                          
all that's going to take place it                                               
doesn't give any kind of instruction                                            
about how to make it through the                                                
impending judgment which is coming upon                                         
the nation of Israel I think the book of                                        
Hebrews is a warning about the                                                  
destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD so                                            
he's saying if I can paraphrase this in                                         
a way of our looking back on it just a                                          
bit he said                                                                     
the right of the book of Hebrews again                                          
is saying it the Romans are coming and                                          
they are our enemies and the only way                                           
we're going to overcome our enemies and                                         
survive is if our Messiah comes and we                                          
better receive our Messiah                                                      
we better mourn him whom we have pierced                                        
as Zechariah said we better call upon                                           
the name of the Lord as Jesus himself                                           
said and then you will see me again                                             
we better live according to the gift                                            
that we have been given in the person of                                        
Jesus Christ who came and dwelt among us                                        
we better align with him and we better                                          
do it now because the boots are already                                         
marching our way that's the book of                                             
Hebrews there's the warning he doesn't                                          
say again anything about well once we                                           
get into this here's how we go now if                                           
you take the book of Revelation the book                                        
of Revelation is not really a warning                                           
the book of Revelation is a play-by-play                                        
here's what's going to happen when it                                           
comes so while it is possible that the                                          
book of Revelation it was written                                               
earlier and maybe would kind of you go                                          
back to back with Hebrews if you will                                           
and Hebrews warns them and then the book                                        
of Revelation tells them this is what's                                         



going to happen if if if you don't now                                          
what we would expect then is for the                                            
book of Revelation to align with with                                           
the destruction that came the problem is                                        
that nothing in the book of Revelation                                          
really aligns with the destruction that                                         
came we've got you know chapters 4                                              
through 19 anyway that talked about all                                         
of the various things and and in the end                                        
it was Jerusalem in 70 AD that fell not                                         
babylon babylon existed that day and                                            
continues and to some degree exists all                                         
the way to this day so the problem is                                           
again if this is to take allen's words                                          
from the question if this is written                                            
before the destruction of jerusalem and                                         
similar to the other hebrew epistles in                                         
that they are preparing the Jewish                                              
remnant                                                                         
for the judgement of the destruction of                                         
Jerusalem there there's just no we can't                                        
line it up so that ven makes revelation                                         
at least beginning in chapter 6 it makes                                        
it irrelevant because we're beginning to                                        
take some of those things in Chapter 6                                          
so let's save those seven seals and                                             
we're saying okay how how were the seven                                        
seals opened in the in the judgment that                                        
came upon the Jewish nation and 70 AD or                                        
culminated in 70 AD how were they done                                          
or even if you want to stretch it to the                                        
second Jewish rebellion 135 ad how how                                          
is any of that carried out and and and                                          
it since we can't find any connection                                           
there and if we do find a connection                                            
it's like one here one there that are                                           
again that thing of you know what                                               
similar is not the same                                                         
you could you could probably you know                                           
find one or two that would match I don't                                        
know let's say the American Revolution                                          
and yeah okay so you find these two or                                          
three spots that sort of go together I                                          
think that's the mistake people made on                                         
the seven churches by the way they they                                         
found one or two spots where it connects                                        
to the church age and they began to have                                        
that doctrine of the seven churches                                             
being representative of the seven ages                                          
which I disagree with so my point is yes                                        
it is possible that the book of                                                 
Revelation was written much earlier and                                         
before the destruction of Jerusalem and                                         
therefore similar to the other Hebrew                                           
epistles in that they would be preparing                                        
the Jewish remnant for the judgment yes                                         
it's possible                                                                   
I see no compelling arguments I see I                                           
don't see enough evidence of that being                                         
the truth and so when you look at                                               
scripture you you you come to a book                                            
like The Book of Revelation for example                                         



and you come with an assumption the                                             
assumption is how am I going to                                                 
interpret this book in the case that                                            
Alan brings up your assumption would be                                         
this is about the destruction of                                                
Jerusalem then you let me say I don't                                           
want to miss this don't think that                                              
assumption is bad actually I think that                                         
those assumptions have been very helpful                                        
for me                                                                          
in studying books like the book of Job                                          
in the book of Ruth and book of Song of                                         
Solomon                                                                         
you take your assumption there and then                                         
you begin to test it page by page                                               
chapter by chapter line by line and say                                         
where's the verification where is it and                                        
basically what you're doing is the same                                         
thing that that a prosecuting attorney                                          
would would be doing you're saying I                                            
charge the book of Revelation as being                                          
guilty of warning the Jewish people of                                          
the coming judgment Exhibit A is in                                             
Chapter one Exhibit B is in chapter two                                         
and you go through all of the evidence                                          
and then you should be able to say                                              
ladies and gentlemen of the jury I                                              
present to you a guilty party now I                                             
think when we do that with the book of                                          
Revelation with that particular                                                 
assumption that it was written to warn                                          
them about 70 AD or some other judgment                                         
in their history I just don't think we                                          
see it until we make it to be the                                               
judgment in their future history                                                
preparing the remnant for the day of                                            
Jacob's trouble I think that aligns                                             
furthermore the book of Revelation you                                          
may remember has more quotation of Old                                          
Testament scripture than any other book                                         
in the New Testament so you would have                                          
to then say not only are you saying the                                         
book of Revelation is about the                                                 
destruction of ad 70 but also all of                                            
those quotes and allusions to Daniel and                                        
Ezekiel and Jeremiah and Isaiah that                                            
those passages are about that as well                                           
and when you look at those passages and                                         
those passages really are not about that                                        
they're about the end times revelation                                          
that is given so yes the answer is it is                                        
possible is it probable ice I just don't                                        
see the evidence through that and so I                                          
don't think so is would be my answer                                            
there okay let's look at a question that                                        
comes from our friend Joel up in Grand                                          
Rapids                                                                          
isn't repent and be baptized and                                                
salvation linked very clearly in Matthew                                        
28 mark 16 accounts of the so called                                            
Great Commission yeah I think I think                                           
very much it is let's look at mark                                              



actually says it very clearly but I                                             
don't know the best verse to go to and                                          
so rather than taking the time if we go                                         
to Matthew again 28 19 and 20 go ye                                             
therefore teach all nations baptizing                                           
them teaching them to observe so it's a                                         
behavior kind of thing lo I am with you                                         
always I I do think that very definitely                                        
repent and be baptized is tied to the                                           
Great Commission which is in it's in and                                        
of itself tied to the the king coming                                           
and establishing his kingdom and that is                                        
not what we're preaching today I                                                
understand that the evangelicals are                                            
kind of all mixed up about this and                                             
their whole role is advancing the                                               
kingdom and building the kingdom and you                                        
know any of you evangelicals out there                                          
by the way who have bought that or                                              
support that line please give me a phone                                        
call or something let's talk about it                                           
because you all are so convinced on this                                        
you know maybe I'm missing something                                            
I think it's the other way around or                                            
really that you've been listening to                                            
these parrots here but maybe I'm missing                                        
something maybe you know somehow the                                            
Baptist's can get together and they can                                         
advance the kingdom if so let me just                                           
say they have done a lousy lousy lousy                                          
job probably the worst job has done                                             
since I don't know since socialism took                                         
over Eastern Europe and I'm just a                                              
pitiful job at advancing the kingdom so                                         
in that case if you're gonna advance the                                        
kingdom at least don't do it with the                                           
badness because they they they you know                                         
the only thing that's done a worse job                                          
is socialism at providing the Utopia and                                        
so you know quit fooling yourself we're                                         
not advancing the kingdom we're not                                             
building the kingdom I don't care how                                           
we cooperate I don't care how many                                              
churches we start how many missionaries                                         
we said we're not advancing the kingdom                                         
or we are just utter total failures and                                         
we should admit it admit it you know                                            
what did Albert Einstein say I think a                                          
what the definition of insanity is to                                           
keep doing the same thing think you're                                          
gonna get the same results so you know                                          
what smoking that evangelical weed again                                        
right now back to Joe's question you're                                         
right baptism and repentance is linked                                          
to Kingdom salvation when the King comes                                        
and establishes the kingdom then the                                            
remnant of Israel will be saved                                                 
have eternal life yeah sure the kingdom                                         
is forever and ever be saved from sins                                          
absolutely all of that was a part of                                            
kingdom salvation but that we're not                                            
teaching a kingdom salvation and                                                



actually I think it's inappropriate for                                         
us to teach a kingdom salvation so                                              
you're right it is attached to the so                                           
called Great Commission the Great                                               
Commission doesn't belong to us it                                              
wasn't to us it doesn't even really                                             
relate to us and furthermore I don't                                            
know anybody who teaches the Great                                              
Commission who actually teaches the                                             
Great Commission I don't know any of                                            
them who teach them to observe all                                              
things whatsoever I have commanded you                                          
I know some who teach some of the things                                        
that Jesus commanded I don't know                                               
anybody who teaches all things like                                             
raise the sick heal the heel the leper                                          
cast out demons you know that's that                                            
those are the things Jesus commanded and                                        
and I just I don't know anybody who                                             
teaches that and so thanks for your good                                        
point there I appreciate that                                                   
also from Joel is in Ephesians 4:5 and                                          
the one baptism an argument against                                             
water baptism you can't have two water                                          
and spirit and still have one                                                   
i I let's let's pull up Ephesians 4:5                                           
you remember it says one Lord one faith                                         
one baptism maybe although I don't think                                        
that's as strong an argument I think                                            
that there are other places we could go                                         
to argue that more strongly I'm going to                                        
pull up my notes here from Ephesians as                                         
I speak of the let's see one baptism                                            
here                                                                            
note it basically agrees rather than                                            
water baptism which are many this is the                                        
baptism into the one body I refer to                                            
first Corinthians chapter 12 verse 13                                           
for by one spirit we are all baptized                                           
into one body this is a spirit baptism                                          
if you will not a water baptism and                                             
water baptisms I what I don't think is                                          
that this one baptism necessarily says                                          
there should not be water baptisms we                                           
could have that argument on another day                                         
but I think that this does certainly say                                        
that what you've got is that water                                              
baptism is not part of salvation it                                             
can't be part of salvation and of course                                        
Peter presents it as part of salvation                                          
and Jesus really does - I mean again you                                        
take that to Matthew 28:19 and 20 go                                            
therefore and and baptize so if you                                             
don't that if you're not baptized you                                           
are just outside of the will of God                                             
according to the Great Commission and                                           
you know can we really say then and this                                        
is where the Baptist get themselves in a                                        
pickle can we really say yeah you are                                           
you're saved but boy you are in                                                 
disobedience to him that's why it came                                          
so close together a salvation and                                               



baptism that there was no light seen                                            
between and they they fused into one                                            
again it was because we mix the kingdom                                         
gospel and the grace gospel in all of                                           
that and I think it was a mistake to do                                         
so from our friend                                                              
Eli and Japan I've been on multiple                                             
mission trips and currently a missionary                                        
to Japan god bless you our churches                                             
enjoyed supporting you at times in the                                          
past is our missionary of the month I                                           
have noticed that foreign churches in                                           
Ukraine Mexico Japan do not have                                                
national flags in the church no nor do                                          
they have national anthems in the church                                        
service nor do they recognize military                                          
men in special military parade services                                         
in the u.s. it's commonplace should we                                          
rethink these things would you consider                                         
them to be idolatry thank you for you                                           
know what what really is not not a                                              
simple question and let's see I I have a                                        
sermon let me find it here real quickly                                         
there is a sermon I see it on the                                               
podcast I am going to bring that up I                                           
mean it's a standalone sermon and so I'm                                        
not exactly sure where it goes but I do                                         
have a sermon why I am patriotic even in                                        
church this was July 3rd 2016 and it may                                        
be I think we have a series called short                                        
sermons I don't know if it's short it's                                         
4 to 6 minutes but nonetheless why I am                                         
patriotic explaining why the whole if                                           
you have a patriotic service you are                                            
ungodly line should be rejected on the                                          
surface it seems right to say we worship                                        
God not the flag but the position is                                            
really a result of reductionist                                                 
communitarian revisionist thinking so                                           
that sermon which once again was July                                           
the 3rd 2016 and I found that by the way                                        
if you're wanting to listen to that                                             
whole sermon I found it by googling to                                          
DuckDuckGo and put I put why I am                                               
patriotic even on Sunday I thought                                              
that was name of it's actually even in                                          
church but nonetheless and then I put my                                        
name right there Randy white and you                                            
should be able to find that and listen                                          
to it right there now I don't really                                            
think it is idolatry it could become                                            
idolatry no doubt about it I'm gonna                                            
kind of work my way back here                                                   
I think that the American culture and                                           
church have been our church has been                                            
infused into the American culture where                                         
these things can be hard to separate                                            
I am always suspicious of those who are                                         
on a crusade to get them separated and                                          
usually and I know this is not the case                                         
with Eli here but I'll say often when I                                         
get a tax for having a flag in the                                              



church it is actually rather unpatriotic                                        
people who want some kind of of utter                                           
separation between church and state so                                          
that the church has no influence on the                                         
state whatsoever so they come from                                              
honestly kind of a leftist background                                           
once again that is not Eli by any                                               
stretch of the imagination but that's                                           
often where the argument is coming from                                         
now could it be idolatry to to honor men                                        
in in the who have served the country or                                        
could it be idolatry to have a flag and                                         
sing maybe stand together and sing you                                          
know the national anthem or I pledge                                            
allegiance to the flag of the United                                            
States of America could it be idolatry I                                        
suppose maybe it could I've never seen                                          
it that way I don't know that it doesn't                                        
bother me if a church on the you know                                           
fourth of July weekend or something does                                        
have a big flag and they're saying you                                          
know it's a grand old flag a high flying                                        
flag and they honor because really in                                           
the end those services always come up to                                        
be saying thank you God for what we have                                        
in the United States of America and what                                        
we have                                                                         
the United States of America would not                                          
be if it were not for our founding                                              
judeo-christian principles and our                                              
Christian expression of Scripture in                                            
those early days that set the foundation                                        
and became the moral fabric of our very                                         
being so because of this because within                                         
the Stars and Stripes you have                                                  
Christianity woven throughout I I don't                                         
see it as an idolatry I think that it is                                        
an appropriate thing furthermore there                                          
is an aspect of church life in which                                            
church is community and speaks to the                                           
things happening in the community                                               
you know monastic Mother's Day for                                              
example Mother's Day is a completely                                            
made-up holiday I think all of us                                               
recognize that we often call them a                                             
Hallmark holiday it was made to sell                                            
cards right and yet nobody considers it                                         
idolatry to you know give out a flower                                          
to all the mothers have all the mothers                                         
stand you know whatever it is that                                              
you're going to preach a Mother's Day                                           
sermon as a matter of fact I know from                                          
experience you're kind of in trouble if                                         
you don't do all of that Father's Day no                                        
big deal but Mother's Day you get kind                                          
of a draw okay but I don't hear people                                          
saying that's idolatry what it is is                                            
just recognizing that in our society on                                         
the second Sunday of May we honor                                               
motherhood is there anything wrong with                                         
honoring motherhood no a woman who fears                                        
the Lord she used to be praised and so                                          



we we do that from time to time the same                                        
it might might be maybe towards the end                                         
of October that Sunday that comes there                                         
we might have a sermon against the                                              
satanic influences and of Halloween and                                         
the things that are going on there again                                        
that's an anti kind of thing but we're                                          
recognizing what is going on in our                                             
society and I think at least in the                                             
American culture we can stop and                                                
recognize that you men and women who                                            
served in the military and this flag                                            
that we have over                                                               
here reminds us that we have been very                                          
blessed to have a judeo-christian                                               
culture and we're proud of these things                                         
now when you come I don't know let's                                            
take Japan Ukraine Mexico I should know                                         
my world history a little bit better                                            
Japan                                                                           
honestly I I will confess I know nothing                                        
before the imperialistic reign of World                                         
War two that decided our culture is                                             
going to die out if we don't take over                                          
the world and so they went to begin to                                          
take over the world and eventually they                                         
had to give a total surrender because of                                        
Harry Truman's atomic bomb and the                                              
Emperor said if I remember right in that                                        
in that complete surrender                                                      
he said we and the world will not                                               
survive if we don't if we don't just                                            
stop right now and they they tried Japan                                        
tried again if my memory serves me                                              
correctly tried to negotiate a peace in                                         
which they said there will be no                                                
Occupied Japan the the enemy the United                                         
States will not come in and occupy they                                         
tried the United States did not allow                                           
that and force force the issue with a                                           
strong arm to the table and I think                                             
probably Eli would agree with me and                                            
know more about this that literally did                                         
change Japanese society it it changed                                           
who Japan was they they became a player                                         
in the world and became a very powerful                                         
player in the world especially if some                                          
of that may be waning now but certainly                                         
you know during the 70s what a rise in                                          
the 80s you know it was it was Japan                                            
everything they were the they were the                                          
ones making the money and doing a lot of                                        
things right a lot of that was was from                                         
the change of culture that took place in                                        
World War two                                                                   
now with that then do it do you bring                                           
that into a Christian Church                                                    
can you honor the Japanese nation which                                         
has no Christian heritage I think that                                          
does become a very different thing and                                          
in Mexico I wouldn't be surprised                                               
although I don't totally know you know                                          



the the Mexican government and the                                              
Catholic Church has been so infused                                             
there as well that are there things that                                        
take place within the Catholic Church                                           
that you know recognize the what is a                                           
13th day of September or their day of                                           
Independence or the Battle of Cinco                                             
DeMayo those kind of things do they do                                          
they recognize those in church I think                                          
at least the Catholic Church they're you                                        
know they're they're gonna have a Cinco                                         
de Mayo festival no doubt about it I                                            
don't know if they change their church                                          
service at all I have no idea and                                               
Ukraine I don't know I probably in                                              
Ukrainian churches not evangelical                                              
churches and that's the same in Mexico                                          
in these Ukrainian churches probably the                                        
Orthodox churches they're the Russian                                           
Orthodox Church Eastern Orthodox                                                
churches they probably do have those                                            
kind of cultural holidays because their                                         
church has been part of their societies                                         
so I think in areas again we like the                                           
United States where the church has been                                         
part of society it's okay to recognize                                          
where the church has influenced Society                                         
or vice versa and preach for it or                                              
preach against it honor those who have                                          
helped in all of that so could it become                                        
idolatry yes I think most people who                                            
unfortunately anti-american that's been                                         
my experience anyway again I don't think                                        
at all but that is Eli's issue but thank                                        
you for the word there okay now I just                                          
want to make sure I've been looking at                                          
the at our wonderful app that gives me                                          
all the questions I want to make sure I                                         
haven't                                                                         
missed any of your questions and I think                                        
that let me go back through some of                                             
these comments which sometimes turn into                                        
questions and coming from Joel Paul said                                        
he wasn't sent to baptize no other                                              
writer could say that that's right the                                          
the Apostles at least could not say I'm                                         
not sent to baptize because the Great                                           
Commission said go you therefore in                                             
baptized which is a perfect point here                                          
that does say Paul is not under the                                             
Great Commission how could he if Jesus                                          
commanded go ye therefore baptize making                                        
disciples you know teaching that all men                                        
making disciples pardon me for                                                  
slaughtering that and Paul says I'm not                                         
sent to baptize he's saying I'm not                                             
under the the Great Commission and the                                          
Apostle certainly couldn't say that                                             
excellent comment that you've got there                                         
Joel thank you and also from Joel I do                                          
believe that there is a difference                                              
between asking God's forgiveness and                                            



apologizing saying I'm deeply sorry is                                          
so important without the shedding of                                            
blood there is no remission of sins the                                         
Catholic Mass is a blasphemous                                                  
crucifixion of Christ to forgive sin                                            
okay excellent                                                                  
point here the comment goes on a little                                         
bit but excellent point that you know I                                         
certainly said but just in different                                            
ways and this is a good way to bring                                            
about it that under the Catholic                                                
theology you don't have forgiveness of                                          
sins unless you go and crucify Christ                                           
again for that forgiveness of sins in                                           
the mass and you you you you receive                                            
then that forgiveness of sins and                                               
probably say a few Hail Marys as well                                           
completely different thing than coming                                          
with a sorrowful heart and seeking to -                                         
to know and find the things of the Lord                                         
got all of this let's see go going back                                         
to Renee if some of the comments on this                                        
is my fellowship with him not broken sin                                        
that certainly is something that does                                           
hinder our ability to walk with God                                             
fully no doubt about it which is why I                                          
think we do want to come and say god                                            
I've messed up one more time thank you                                          
for your forgiveness thank you for what                                         
you have done on the cross receive me                                           
back into into your presence and allow                                          
me to walk together one more time and I                                         
think that it becomes a beautiful thing                                         
okay haven't watched all those comments                                         
but I think according to my wonderful                                           
cue here and the chats app that Nathan                                          
has made for us that we got all of those                                        
questions and let me remind you that you                                        
can go to Randy wide ministries dough                                           
our GM here you can see the Galatians                                           
study for tonight and when you click on                                         
that Galatians study right there will be                                        
session 18 there is already a chat box                                          
right there if you're not logged in you                                         
can do so you can chat you can ask the                                          
question and by the way if I back up a                                          
little bit here's the ask the theologian                                        
that we've got today and if you click                                           
right on there you can play you can send                                        
it on to youtube however you would like                                         
and you can have the chats those are the                                        
ones that I easily am able to look at                                           
you make my life good when you use that                                         
and when you don't we talk bad things                                           
about you and we're not even sure that                                          
you're forgiven maybe I can make stuff                                          
up can't I thanks for being with us                                             
today on this Thursday ask the                                                  
theologian I'd like to see you again I                                          
look forward to seeing you tonight for                                          
Galatians verse by verse we'll finish                                           
the exegetical portion of that 7 p.m.                                           



tonight if you'd like a text alert for                                          
that sin                                                                        
Randy white one-word no-spaces Randy                                            
white to the number 97 thousand and we                                          
will send you a text about 15 minutes                                           
ahead of time so got the link and                                               
everything that you need for that and                                           
I'll shift over we'll be chatting today                                         
on the Galatians chat box and I'll keep                                         
an eye on that you got any questions                                            
again just go to our home screen click a                                        
Galatians chapter section 718 there it                                          
is                                                                              
and I'm putting in the first chat of the                                        
day hi everyone                                                                 
I'll keep that up and know where we're                                          
watching on there if you have anything                                          
at all of that chat box will be open all                                        
day long until tonight or tomorrow                                              
morning for ask the theologian I hope                                           
you'll question the assumptions god                                             
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